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Introduction and Goals
The goal of this plan is to prevent the spread and mitigate the damage of the insect Emerald Ash Borer
on trees ash trees on public lands and rights‐of‐way in the City of Fridley. Emerald ash borer (EAB),
Agrilus planipennis, is a non‐native beetle that feeds on and causes widespread mortality in all native
species of ash (genus Fraxinus). The insect bores into the tree, eating the phloem tissue, the innermost
layer of bark, and disrupts the transportation of nutrients and water. If left alone, EAB can kill an ash
tree in 2 to 7 years, depending on age, size, and initial tree vigor. This invasive pest that kills ash trees
has been spreading through Minnesota since 2009. General information on EAB and updates have been
posted on the City’s website at www.fridleyMN.gov/emeraldash.
EAB has not been found in Fridley yet, but the Minnesota Department of Agriculture has confirmed
infestations nearby (Shoreview had a confirmed infestation in 2011). Because of a delay from infestation
to the appearance of symptoms, it is likely that EAB is present in Fridley’s urban forest but has not been
identified and confirmed at present. Without treatment, all ash trees will eventually succumb to EAB.
Trees considered in this plan have been the subject of a City‐wide inventory on public lands and rights‐
of‐way. This inventory includes all public trees in landscaped areas of city parks, as well as trees in the
boulevard or right‐of‐way of streets maintained by the city. This does not include trees on City
greenspace properties such as in natural/woodland areas or within the Springbrook Nature Center. The
inventory means that the City of Fridley will eventually be responsible for 1,053 ailing ash trees on
municipal property described above, and not including green ash trees on private properties.
Because trees have many direct and indirect benefits, the impacts of losing such a large population of
trees in an urban area are important to consider when managing the pest. Trees allow for reduced
electricity use for air conditioning in summer as they shade homes and businesses. The reduced energy
use consequently lowers emissions from power plants. Trees also directly contribute to reductions in
atmospheric CO2, through respiration and sequestration of carbon in their leaves and stems, as well as
reductions in airborne particulate pollution. Another benefit of trees in the urban landscape is the
reduction of storm water runoff through rainfall interception. Indirect benefits of urban trees to humans
include reduced incidence of cardiovascular disease and asthma, faster recovery from surgery, increased
physical activity, and increases in property values within communities. Repair of these tree losses helps
to mitigate air quality issues, current energy saving benefits for associated properties and stormwater
absorption. Additionally, achieving Tree City U.S.A status has been stated as a City goal to be included in
the EAB plan to improve the City’s ability to capitalize on the aforementioned attributes, which
necessitates tree planting and an annual Arbor Day celebration.
EAB populations increase exponentially over time and, accordingly, a proactive plan will ensure selective
ash tree protection, preserving the selected surviving trees’ economic and environmental benefits as
well as supporting public safety through a combination of monitoring, insecticide treatment, structured
removals, sanitation, canopy replacement, community outreach and the possible use of biological
control agents. Because of the nature of EAB infestations, trees become brittle and could pose safety
hazards as branches break off and fall. Maintaining a healthy and diverse population of trees is
important to build a strong and resilient urban forest and to mitigate the hazards of dead standing trees
in the future.
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Figure 1. Green ash provide considerable environmental and aesthetic benefits

Source: City of Fridley Presentation on Emerald Ash Borer, iTree Calculator

Inventory and Rating
By using GIS software and the citywide database of trees inventory, a rating will be performed semi‐
annually to determine the number and condition of trees. Ash trees are rated on a condition scale
(Appendix A) by City tree inspectors for a diagnosis of health. This provides insight on how best to
manage the trees in a specific area.
Figure 2. Species Composition of City Trees

City of Fridley Rights‐of‐Way and Maintained Parks, Source: 2016 City of Fridley Tree Inventory
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From the most recent inventory, it was determined that 1,053 of the 5,121 city‐owned trees are green
ash, or 20.6% of the total. All of these ash trees stand to be affected by the emerald ash borer. Green
ash also provide a significant amount of tree canopy in Fridley.
Figure 3. Summary of Tree Canopy for Top 5 City Tree Species

City of Fridley Rights‐of‐Way and Maintained Parks, Source: 2016 City of Fridley Tree Inventory

Public Ash Trees
Trees in the city’s inventory include all public trees in landscaped areas of city parks, as well as trees in
the boulevard or right‐of‐way of streets maintained by the city. This does not include trees in natural or
greenspace areas owned by the City or other public entities. Public and park ash trees will be selectively
removed, treated, or managed by the City of Fridley.

Selective Removal Program
A proactive approach to ash tree management will include the preemptive removal of ash, beginning
with the lowest‐quality trees (trees with critical and poor condition ratings, trees planted under utility
lines, small trees, etc.). This will spread costs over a number of years, as opposed to reactive removal
where infested trees and those posing public safety hazards will have to be removed in larger numbers
in a shorter time period, and are particularly susceptible to severe weather events. Regions of the city,
varying in size and shape, will be sectioned off as selective green ash removal zones. Focusing on areas
with high concentrations of ash trees first, the City of Fridley will systematically remove ash trees
showing signs of decline determined by the condition rating using judgment of the Forestry Division.
This program will take place over five years beginning in 2018, and after the initial five‐year phase,
selective removal will be initiated again within the City based on reinspection. The selective removal
program will mimic a pilot program completed in 2017 in the North Park neighborhood in conjunction
with a street resurfacing project, that was initiated to evaluate methods and costs of selective ash tree
removal was.
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Figure 4. Summary of City Green Ash Tree Condition
Condition
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City of Fridley Rights‐of‐Way and Maintained Parks, Source: 2016 City of Fridley Tree Inventory

Selective Removal Phase One
This phase will remove all city owned ash trees in declining health and fair, poor, or critical condition.
The remaining healthy trees will be systematically assessed and treated as new areas are targeted for
ash removal. This will continue until all major regions of Fridley have either had their ash removed and
replaced or treated. This phase will include removal of ash trees with critical, poor, and fair condition,
which includes a total of 584 trees, or 55% of the City’s green ash trees.

Selective Removal Phase Two
Treatment of healthy trees will cease allowing their condition to slowly decline over time before
systematically removing them. During this time replacement trees will have the opportunity establish,
grow and to create a new canopy to replace the gaps left by ash trees.
The aims of phase one and two are to spread the costs and labor of ash removal citywide over the
course of many years while also providing replacement trees with the opportunity to reestablish an
urban canopy. In order to prevent future events of mass tree threat the biodiversity of replacement
trees will continue be a long‐term goal.

Replanting Program
Tree planting will be performed with the aim of maintaining a diverse and healthy urban forest.
Replanting of replacement trees will take place in areas of selective removal the subsequent spring and
fall seasons to optimize survival and coincide with available resources. All replantings will be conducted
by City employees and subcontractors.
Species selected for replanting will be chosen in an attempt to meet the City’s long term biodiversity
goals. The tree species that are currently less common will be prioritized to eventually develop a diverse
population consisting of no more than 20% per genus and a goal of 10% per species.
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Chemical Treatment
Chemical treatment for specimen ash trees defined as the healthiest and worth preserving, will be
performed every two years until reforestation and adequate replacement of alternate species. These
trees will be identified and treated as the City Forester deems necessary.
If a resident wishes to treat a boulevard tree that the City has selected to remove, it will become that
resident’s responsibility to provide for treatment approved by the City, pay all costs of treatment, and
provide proof of treatment. These residents must commit to treating the ash tree every two years for
the duration of the ash’s life and provide evidence of treatment as scheduled.
Chemical treatment will only use pollinator‐friendly chemicals; those with neonicotinoids will not be
used.

Reinspections of Public Trees
Reinspections of treated trees will be every two years to ensure the treatment continues to be effective
and will continue until emerald ash borer is no longer a threat to the health of the urban forest. This
may include preservation of a minimal number of specimen trees.

Private Trees
Treatment or removal of trees on private land will be full responsibility of owners. Trees on private
property will be expected to be treated or removed at the owner’s expense. The City of Fridley is not
responsible for any damages or injury caused by trees on private land. Resources are available on the
City’s webpage on licensed arborists and contractors who can legally remove trees safely.

Education
Disseminating information on EAB to the public is through mailings, newsletters, public presentations,
facility/event displays, and online resources available online on the city’s webpage regarding the EAB
program and ash treatment options. www.fridleyMN.gov/emeraldash Staff has participated in
numerous metro, state and national level meetings to discuss approaches, history and the future of EAB.
The city council and commissions will continue to be responsible for advocating for the public and
monitoring the progress made toward the city with regard to its trees.

Contingencies and Emergency Events
In the event that there are significant hindrances to the continuation of the EAB plan, the program may
be delayed or accelerated by the Public Works Director or their designee. Such significant events may be
categorized as catastrophic weather events, budgeting constraints, equipment failure, or lack of
resources. Other contingencies may increase priority of ash tree removal such as the discovery of EAB in
the City may accelerate the rate of removal.

Ash Wood Disposal
Movement of ash wood waste with bark and sapwood intact, green lumber, ash nursery stock, and all
hardwood firewood is regulated by the Minnesota Department of Agriculture. Movement from a
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quarantined area to a non‐quarantined area is prohibited within the State of Minnesota. A secured
collection and staging area will be established. This site will be available for City of Fridley staff and tree
contractors working on in Fridley to dispose of ash trees, limbs, and wood chips. Disposal is, at this time,
free at several facilities, but dependent on hauling to locations in Brooklyn Park or St. Paul.

Budget
The estimated cost of contractor removal and stump grinding per tree is approximately $950‐$1,150.
Using $1,050 as an average cost of tree and stump removal, the total estimated removal cost of Fridley’s
City‐owned ash trees will be $1,100,000. Operating under a 10‐year removal plan with two phases,
approximately 106 green ash will be removed annually, at an estimated cost of $110,565 per year (2017
dollars). Approximately $65,000 will be included in the Forestry Division budget as contracted costs for
tree removal. Another $20,000 will be included in the Forestry Division for chemical treatment and
replanting. The remainder of the cost of the program will be absorbed under Street and Parks Divisions
operating budgets for City tree removal and planting activity. Upon confirmed infestations of EAB, this
annual removal number may change and accelerate to reflect current demands.

Benefits of Maintenance
The environmental and aesthetic benefits projected with this Emerald Ash Borer Mitigation Plan have
been over 15 years have been estimated at $1.7 million, which illustrates the cost/benefit of this plan
(benefits derived by the iTree calculator – see Figure 1). The overall plan payback happens in year nine
of the proposed program, or 2027 if initiated this year.
Figure 5. Cost/Benefit Projections for EAB Plan

City of Fridley Rights‐of‐Way and Maintained Parks, Source: 2016 City of Fridley Public Works Department
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Development Code
Developers will not be permitted to plant ash trees that are subject to Emerald Ash Borer. Developers
will not receive credit for existing ash trees towards their minimum tree limit. They will not be required
to take down the tree, but it may be in their best interest to do so for safety or space optimization
purposes. Finally, developers will be encouraged to align development or redevelopment plans with the
goals the city has for diversity aiming towards 20% per genus and 10% per species.

Evaluation of Plan
The degree of success of this plan will be evaluated by city officials and dictated by the overall percent of
the City’s ash trees that are healthy at the conclusion of the program, by how many new trees are
planted, and by the diversity of trees in Fridley having all genus less than or equal to 20%.
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Appendix A – Inventory Rating and Methodology
* Condition Rating Criteria Developed for the 2016 GreenCorp/City of Fridley Property Inventory
Excellent (Live crown ratio: 100%):
•
•

tree has no structural problems
tree has full and balanced canopy

Very Good (Live crown ratio: 90%):
•
•

tree has no major structural problems
tree has full and balanced canopy

Good (Live crown ratio: 80%):
•
•

tree has no major structural problems
tree has healthy canopy

Fair (Live crown ratio: 60%):
•
•
•
•

Tree may exhibit structural damage such as codominant stems or cracks in trunk
Tree may have cambium loss
Tree may exhibit canopy dieback such as crown imbalance or thinning crown
Tree may have dead or detached branches that require pruning/removal

Poor (Live crown ratio: 40%):
•
•
•

Tree may have internal decay
Tree may exhibit multiple structural or canopy problems
Tree may exhibit other signs of disease

Critical (Live crown ratio: 20%):
•

Tree poses a safety hazard. Immediate removal is recommended.

The tree inspector may, at his or her discretion, exempt from removal individual ash trees with DBH
between 8” and 12”. Exempt trees will require injection treatment with emamectin benzoate or other
insecticides as approved by the City. Valid grounds for exemption of a tree include, but are not
necessarily limited to:
1. The tree is healthy, well‐formed, and vigorous;
2. The tree is located at a site where the pace of tree growth has been and will likely continue to be
unusually slow;
3. The tree is in a densely developed, sparsely vegetated urban area where the incremental aesthetic,
health, and ecological value of a single mature tree is arguably elevated; and/or
4. The tree is located at a site where the ash tree in the ground is likely to fare better than a newly
planted tree of a different species.
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Structural Problems (images)
Codominant stems

Dead branches, canopy dieback

Cracks or splits in the trunk

Detached branches

Mechanical damage

Internal decay
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Appendix B – City of Fridley Emerald Ash Borer Pilot Program Summary
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Emerald Ash Borer
Pilot Program
Summary

City of Fridley, Minnesota
6431 University Avenue N.E.
City of Fridley, Minnesota

August 11, 2017

City of Fridley EAB Pilot Program Summary
Introduction to the Emerald Ash Borer Pilot Program
This program was implemented in response to the threat of (EAB), an insect that has moved across the
eastern half of the country and is slowly migrating north through Minnesota killing ash trees. Green Ash
make up 18.6% of all the trees owned by City of Fridley. There is no cure for green ash trees once the
borer has manifested itself, however treatments are available that allow green ash trees to hold off EAB
as long as treatments are applied. While not officially confirmed in Fridley, EAB is likely already present
in the city as symptoms take 2‐5 years to manifest. By pro‐actively removing many of the ash trees in
poor and fair condition the city aims to reduce the spread of the insect and prevent the risks associated
with dead standing trees. A benchmark was set to for remove 80% of ash and treat the remaining 20%
with anti‐EAB chemicals until the canopy can become reestablished. This avoids an immediate
overwhelming demand for removal of dead trees and loss of urban forest canopy as the disease
manifests in Fridley. This program is also an opportunity to evaluate the methods to improve the
diversity of the urban ecosystem by replacing ash trees with resilient and less common tree species.
Composition of Public Trees Citywide
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Canopy Provided by Public Trees Citywide

EAB Pilot Program Outline and Goals
The Emerald Ash Borer (EAB) Pilot Program was an initial attempt to gauge the effectiveness, efficiency,
and response of removing boulevard green ash trees in one neighborhood. Due to the tree removals
already associated with the 2017 Street Reconstruction project, the North Park neighborhood was
selected for the implementation of the pilot. A second objective was to replace these ash with other,
less common tree species and improve Fridley’s overall tree diversity which will improve the urban
ecosystem’s health and resiliency. Finally, we tested methods to move street trees from public right‐of‐
way to private property, which will avoid conflicts with roadway and utility uses of City rights‐of‐way and
abate future City maintenance.
In alignment with the goals and objectives of Fridley’s draft EAB Plan, a pilot program was created to
test the feasibility of the systematic removal of the city’s ash trees and replacing them with a diversity of
other tree species. It was decided that for this pilot only boulevard trees in the North Park neighborhood
with condition rating of “fair” or “poor” would be cut down and replaced. This area had a favorable ratio
of healthy trees and declining trees that worked well with the benchmark of treating approximately 20%
of ash while replacing the other 80% (23% were good or better condition in the pilot area).
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Tree Condition Inspection
From the city of Fridley’s tree inventory, it was determined that 1,053 of the 5,121 city‐owned trees are
green ash, or 20.6%. They make up 25% of the urban canopy and 30% of all shade trees (according to an
assessment done by staff in 2015).
Pilot Area Map of Ash Trees

By using the city’s database of trees and a geographic mapping software public works employees were
able to locate all of the ash trees within the North Park neighborhood. From there, the Parks and Streets
Department assessed each of the trees individually based on size, shape, and percentage of leaves in the
“crown” of the tree to give them a condition ranking. This condition ranking was used to determine
which trees to remove and which were healthy enough to be worth treating with anti‐EAB chemicals.
Ash trees that were in excellent condition were chosen to be treated with a chemical every two years
that would protect it from EAB infection. Due to the cost of treatment ($100 per average ash tree
annually) it is planned to consider only treating the very best condition trees. Trees determined to be in
decline were marked for removal. A total of 84% of the ash trees in the area were identified for removal
while 16% remained to be treated chemically.
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Number of Trees by Condition Rating in Pilot Area
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Notification Letter
A notification letter was delivered to residents who were having trees removed to inform them of the
threat of EAB, the aims of this pilot program, the intended removal of their tree(s), and requesting their
preference on what tree(s) they would like to have replanted, if any. Three options were given with the
aim being to try and entice residents into planting the tree on their own property to reduce the number
of trees the City would be responsible for maintaining in the future, and to reduce right‐of‐way conflicts.
Responses were collected by mailing in an insert or by an online survey. The options were as follows:
Option A: Choose their favorite tree from a list of trees to be planted in their front yard, off of the
boulevard. This tree would be potted and would generally look nicer when it arrived. These trees were
more varied in size and shape, and had interesting fall colors and flowers.
Tree species included: American Elm, American Linden, Crabapple, Eastern White Pine, Paper Birch, Red
Maple, Serviceberry, and White Oak.
Option B: Choose their favorite tree from a list to be planted on the boulevard. This tree would be a bare
root tree and would generally take a few seasons to properly establish, but would be as healthy as the
potted trees. The list of tree choices for Option B was much shorter and the trees on that list were
heartier but therefore had less interesting fall colors and didn’t produce flowers.
Tree Species included: Bicolor Oak, Hackberry, Honeylocust, Kentucky Coffeetree
Option C: Decline a replacement tree for the removed ash tree. It was also noted that the city may still
decide to plant a tree on the boulevard regardless if it were deemed necessary in order to maintain an
urban canopy.

Public Education/Resources
Residents were encouraged to visit the Fridley website under the emerald ash page to learn more about
the insect and about the costs of treating their trees (www.fridleymn.gov/1198/Emerald‐Ash‐Threat).
The website was updated with information on the pilot program, and provided a link to information on
tree species that could be selected and response surveys. An article was also published in Fridley’s local
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newsletter to inform the public more about Emerald Ash Borer and its future impact on Fridley’s urban
forest.

Tree Removal
A total of 81% of the ash trees (47 of 58 trees) were removed from the North Park Neighborhood within
a week and all stumps were ground the following week. Work was done divided between public works
staff and private contractors, and there were no injuries or malfunctions or any kind. Chainsaws, front
loaders, dump trucks, and wood chippers were used. Wood chips were brought to Springbrook Nature
Center for storage for later use.

Response Data
Summary of Public Green Ash in North Park Neighborhood:
‐

Total trees Identified for removal 47 of 58 (81%)

‐

Total trees to be evaluated for treatment 11 of 58 (19%)

Of the 37 homeowners who had trees identified for removal, 24 of them (or 65%) responded to the
online or paper survey.
Response mediums:
‐

10 of 37 (27%) were from an online survey

‐

14 of 37 (38%) were from mail‐in response cards

‐

10 of 37 (27%) were from callbacks

‐

34 of 37 (11%) were remain unreachable

Response choices:
‐

Chose Option A (replacement in front yard): 24 of 47 trees (51%)

‐

Chose Option B (replacement in boulevard): 14 of 47 trees (30%)

‐

Chose Option C (declined tree): 98 of 4737 tress (22%)
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such as maple, limited diversity. Next time, the city should select tree species that are more uncommon
in Fridley for the EAB plan in hopes of increasing variation in responses or provide other incentives for
increasing tree diversity, or possibly limit the number of most‐desired species and allow them on a first‐
come first‐served basis (thereby also incentivizing survey responses). One of our goals was to convince
homeowners to consider planting their replacement trees on their property instead of on the boulevard,
which resulted in 51% of trees relocated to private property in the vicinity of the right‐of‐way. In the
years following the ash removal, annual monitoring of tree condition in sections of the City will be done
to ensure a level of urban environmental health is being maintained in this pilot project area. The
limitation of the pilot is the degree of variation in tree condition ratios between neighborhoods. Some
areas will have higher concentrations of trees with better conditions and will affect how we treat and
remove trees in that area. Though the benchmark will continue to be the aim of the program, unique
strategies may be implemented including doing multiple waves of tree removals over the duration of
the program. This will create diversity in canopy heights and improve overall ecosystem quality in the
area.
Based on the work performed under this pilot program, we believe that by using the same process we
can confidently remove approximately 100 trees per year at current budget level of $53,600 for
contracting, fuels, materials and equipment. This considers additional operational efficiency using
information gained from this pilot program.
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Cost Summary
Tree removal:
Cost for tree and stump removal: $53,987
‐

$24,887 from public works staff (743 hours absorbed in operating budget)

‐

$29,100 from contractors (capital outlay)

‐

$1,250 per tree and stump removed

‐

$64.11 per dbh of tree and stump removed

Tree replacement:
Cost of replacement trees: $4,900 (approx.)
‐

$30 average bare root tree cost

‐

$100 average potted tree cost

‐

Cost of labor: $2700 (approx.)

‐

$104 per tree replanted

Grand total: $58,900 (approx.)*
‐

$1,354 per tree removed and replaced

*Exact cost may change due to working constraints such as power lines, proximity to buildings, etc.
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Fridley City Hall
6431 University Ave N.E. Fridley, MN 55432
(763) 571-3450 • FAX (763) 571-1287 • FridleyMN.gov

Dear valued Fridley resident,
We are facing an imminent threat regarding emerald ash borer and it directly affects you.
We are starting an urban renewal program in response to the increase of emerald ash borer
(EAB) throughout the state. The ash tree(s) on your boulevard have been examined by our
expert tree inspectors for EAB risk and have been flagged for inclusion in this program. Your
ash tree(s), and many in your area, will be marked and scheduled for removal beginning
July 1st.
Don’t worry – there is no cost to you and your tree will be replaced in the fall or spring.
There are options below and we want to know your preferences. You will also have input on
the location of the tree(s) to be planted at a later time.
Trees work hard for us! They provide shade, improved air quality, CO2 sequestration,
watershed value, and they add aesthetic and property value to the streets of the city. We
are committed to preserving the quality of our green spaces. Our goal is to improve the
overall ecosystem health of the city by increasing tree species diversity.

We offer you the following options: (see reverse side for details)
Option 1: Choose your favorite tree(s) from the Option 1 list and you’ll receive an
established potted tree which we’ll plant on your property in the front yard at no cost.
Option 2: Choose the most desirable tree(s) from the Option 2 list on the back side
and you will receive a bare root tree to be planted on the city’s boulevard at no cost. The
city will try and accommodate your choice of tree, but we cannot guarantee you’ll receive
one of the trees you selected.
Option 3: Request that the city not replant anything after the ash tree is removed
and allow grass to grow in its place. The city may still choose to plant a tree in the
boulevard despite your preference if it is deemed necessary in your area.

Think carefully about this decision. Trees commonly increase the overall property value of
homes, while studies have shown that the presence of large trees around a home is proven
to reduce energy costs by providing shade. Even small trees have a positive effect on a
home’s overall value and create a positive atmosphere throughout a neighborhood. We take
pride in our rich environment and community here in Fridley. Your participation alongside
the city’s commitment to diversity in this reforestation project will help continue to build a
legacy of trees for you to enjoy for decades.

Emerald Ash Borer: What makes this bug different?
Insects affecting trees is nothing new. Occurring naturally, insects play key roles in helping to keep forests healthy and aiding in decomposition.
In this case, when non-native, invasive species were introduced into the environment, the results became problematic. A healthy tree can tolerate a few insects,
but Emerald Ash Borer target ash trees and attack in masses, overpowering the tree’s natural defenses. They feed on the living tissue of the tree causing the
tree to die in as little as two years.

Option 1: Potted Tree Choice Height Shape Growth Rate Fall Color
in Front Yard
American Elm

40+

Oval/Vase Moderate/Fast

American Linden

50+

Oval

Crabapple

15+

Eastern White Pine
Paper Birch

Spring
Flowers

Yellow

No

Moderate

Yellow

Yes

Round

Moderate

Yellow

Yes

50+

Pyramidal

Moderate/Fast

Green

No

50+

Round

Fast

Yellow

No

Healthy Ash

Unhealthy Ash

Potted Tree

Bare Root Tree
Red Maple

40+

Round

Moderate

Red

Yes

Serviceberry

15+

Oval

Moderate

Orange/Red

Yes

White Oak

50+

Oval

Slow/Moderate

Red/Brown

No

Option 2: Bare Root Tree
in Boulevard

Height Shape Growth Rate Fall Color

Spring
Flowers

Bicolor Oak

40+

Oval

Moderate

Yellow/Brown

No

Hackberry

40+

Oval

Moderate/Fast

Yellow

No

Honeylocust

40+

Round

Fast

Yellow

No

Find sample pictures of these
trees, details on the Emerald
Ash Borer, tree care tips and
additional forestry resources
online:

Kentucky Coffeetree

50+

Oval

Slow

Yellow

No

FridleyMN.gov/emeraldash

Questions? We can help! Contact us at (763) 572-3554 or EAB@FridleyMN.gov
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Fridlley City Halll
6431 University
U
Avve N.E. Friddley, MN 554432
(763) 571-33450 • FAX (763)
(
571-12887 • FridleyM
MN.gov
Dear valu
ued Fridley resident,

u for participating in Fridley’s Emerald
d Ash Borer P
Pilot Program. According tto the responsse you
Thank you
sent us yo
ou have choseen Option 1 (p
potted tree in
n front yard) aand have seleccted a tree froom that list. W
We
will be plaanting your new
n tree this month.
m
We haave a simple tthree step plann to insure yoour tree will bbe
planted in
n the best locaation and will grow to its greatest
g
potenttial.
- Step 1 Please tak
ke the flag(s) we have inclu
uded in this leetter and placce it in your frront yard wheere you’d likee us to
plant yourr new tree(s). Please use th
he diagram wee’ve includedd help understtand your plannting area. Pllant
the flag(s)) anywhere beetween 15 feeet from the cu
urb to 25 feet from the curbb.
- Step 2 d tree inspecttor from the city
c will comee to look for yyour flag(s) annd determine if it’s a safe pplace
A certified
to plant. We
W will do ou
ur best to acco
ommodate your wishes, buut we may neeed to adjust yyour flag(s) a short
distance to
o avoid underrground utilitty lines and/orr overhead poower lines. If you have queestions about the
relocation
n of your flag((s) please con
ntact us at the number listeed below.
- Step 3 Our emplo
oyees at the Public
P
Works Department will dig the hhole and plantt your new treee for you at nno
cost.
- Step 4 Congratullations on you
ur new tree co
ourtesy of thee City of Fridlley. Please takke special carre to water thhe
young tree regularly to
o ensure its su
urvival. The trree will also ccome with a pprotective tubbe which shouuld be
fter planting. A small amou
unt of extra caare for your nnew tree will ggo a long wayy to
left on forr 1-2 years aft
making it thrive.

u again and we
w look forwaard to deliveriing your tree soon. If you hhave any furtther questionss
Thank you
please calll us at 763-57
72-3554 or em
mail us at EA
AB@fridleyM
MN.gov.

Best Regaards,
City of Frridley Public Works
W
Deparrtment

merald ash borrer, our pilot pprogram, or ttree care tips vvisit
For additiional information about em
FridleyM
MN.gov/emera
aldash

Fridlley City Halll
6431 University
U
Avve N.E. Friddley, MN 554432
(763) 571-33450 • FAX (763)
(
571-12887 • FridleyM
MN.gov
Dear valu
ued Fridley resident,

u for participating in Fridley’s Emerald
d Ash Borer P
Pilot Program. According tto the responsse you
Thank you
sent us yo
ou have choseen Option 2 (b
bare root treee in boulevardd) and have seelected a tree from that listt. We
will be plaanting your new
n tree this month.
m
We haave a simple tthree step plann to insure yoour tree will bbe
planted in
n the best locaation possiblee and will grow
w to its greateest potential.
- Step 1 Please tak
ke the flag(s) we have inclu
uded in this leetter and placce it in your frront yard wheere you’d likee us to
plant yourr new tree(s). Please use th
he diagram wee’ve includedd help understtand your plannting area. Pllant
the flag(s)) anywhere beetween 6 - 15
5 feet from thee curb.
- Step 2 d tree inspecttor from the city
c will comee to look for yyour flag(s) annd determine if it’s a safe pplace
A certified
to plant. We
W will do ou
ur best to acco
ommodate your wishes, buut we may neeed to adjust yyour flag(s) a short
distance to
o avoid underrground utilitty lines and/orr overhead poower lines. If you have queestions about the
relocation
n of your flag((s) please con
ntact us at the number listeed below.
- Step 3 Our emplo
oyees at the Public
P
Works Department will dig the hhole and plantt your new treee for you at nno
cost.
- Step 4 Congratullations on you
ur new tree co
ourtesy of thee City of Fridlley. Please takke special carre to water thhe
young tree regularly to
o ensure its su
urvival. The trree will also ccome with a sstake and prottective tube w
which
s
amount of extra care for your new
w tree will go a
should be left on for 1--2 years after planting. A small
long way to making it thrive.
t

We’d likee to remind reesidents that th
hey may not receive
r
the treee they selectted due to ourr inventory annd
our objecttive to replantt for diversity
y in your neig
ghborhood. Thhank you agaain and we loook forward to
delivering
g your tree soon. If you hav
ve any furtherr questions pllease call us aat 763-572-35554 or email uus at
EAB@friidleyMN.gov
v.

Best Regaards,
City of Frridley Public Works
W
Deparrtment
For additiional information about em
merald ash borrer, our pilot pprogram, or ttree care tips vvisit
FridleyM
MN.gov/emera
aldash

